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(1) SUMMARY
The work under the Grant has involved continued participation with the Compton
Gamma Ray Observatory Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope (EGRET) Team
in the analysis of data obtained during instrument operations and the preparation of
scientific papers and proposals for future observations. The Principal Investigator (PI) has
been a co-author on a total of 66 papers published in refereed professional journals since
the beginning of 1993, plus many other non-refereed publications, and contributed and
invited papers at professional meetings and IAU telegrams. The EGRET team continues
to submit IAU Astronomical telegrams and present many papers at scientific meetings.
The EGRET Team was also successful on many proposals for the Cycle 4 portion of the
mission, including long high galactic latitude studies of the diffuse extragalactic radiation
in both the Northern and Southern Galactic Sky. These studies will be used in a effort to
establish whether this radiation is truly diffuse or the sum of radiation from unresolved
discrete sources such as radio-loud quasars. The Cycle 4 proposal include the EGRET
Team, and Drs. Floyd Stecker, Mike Salamon and John Miller.
The effort by the PI has involved working remotely by internet connection on the
Goddard Space Flight Center Computers where the EGRET data are archived. Students
have monitored instrument performance, performed Viewing Period Analyses and
analyzed data remotely and will continue to do so. The PI has completed the detailed
analysis of ten viewing periods to search for point sources and this work has been used in
developing the first and second EGRET catalog of sources, published in a Supplement to
the Astrophysical Journal.
The only travel performed on this Grant activity in the last reporting period has
been several trips to the Goddard Space Flight center for joint work with other EGRET
Team members and for EGRET Team meetings. The latest of these was a 7-9 February
1995 meeting for the purpose of preparing Cycle 5 Guest Investigator Proposals. The
PrincipalInvestigatoris alsothePrincipalInvestigatorononeof theseproposals,the
secondWriter of anotherandCo-Investigatoronseveralothers.
Dataanalysisiscompletefor papersonbehalfof theEGRETTeamby thePI on
generalsourcesin theanticenteregionof thegalaxy,with galacticlatitudesfrom 125° to
220°. A paperon this subjectis inpreparedfor publicationin theAstrophysicalJournal.
Anotheris beingpreparedonEGRETobservationsof theCOS-Bsource2CG135.Work
is in progressfor athird on thecontributionof unresolvedpulsarsto thegalacticdiffuse
radiationstwo toherpapersarein analysisphase.
A numberof papershavebeenpublishedin the last reportingperiod,andseveralothers
arein presscurrently.A summaryof thepublicationsis attachedbelow.
(2) PROGRESS
Theprogressof majoreffortsunderthis grantaregivenbelow:
(a) ThePI continuesto participatein thepreparationof manypapersfor
publicationinvariousjournalsfor astronomyandastrophysics.
(b) ThePI will assistedin thepreparationof proposalfor theCycle5 Compton
Observatorydataandwill bePIof aproposalentitled"ContinuedInvestigation
of theHigh LatitudeDiffuseGamma-RayEmission."
(c) The PI will continue to analyze a portion of the viewing periods for the
presence of discrete source with student participation at Hampden-Sydney
College.
(d) The PI is preparing a paper describing the high energy sources observed by
EGRET in the galactic plane region 25 °_< _ _<_220 °.
(e) The PI is preparing a paper describing the EGRET high energy gamma-ray
observations of the COS-B source 2CG135.
(f.) The PI is participating in the preparation of a paper on the contribution of
unresolved pulsars to the observed galactic diffuse gamma-radiation with
Matthew Bailes and Joe Fierro.
(f) The PI continues to attend EGRET Team Meetings as possible and works
closely with the rest of the EGRET Team on data analysis.
(3) PUBLICATIONS
The following are articles co-authored by the PI which are related to this work and
which have appeared in refereed journals since the inception of this Grant.
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(4) PLANNED ACTIVITIES
In the coming period, several publications will be completed, the PI will continue
to analyze EGRET data and viewing periods, and frequent visits will be made the GSFC
for collaboration with the EGRET Co-Investigators. Four papers, currently in progress,
on EGRET results will be completed and submitted for publication. A Cycle 5 proposal
to the Compton Observatory Guest Investigator Program will be prepared and submitted
on behalf of the EGRET Team. The GSFC EGRET team will be supported in data
reduction and operations activities, and EGRET Team meetings will be attended.
Scientific results will be presented at future scientific meetings.
